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Summarize 
We are specialized in small wind turbine controller. The grid connection controller commutes AC 3 

phrases to DC and supply to the grid connection inverter. 
The controller with beautiful appearance is easy operation. And when it is big wind and over voltage, it 

has auto voltage stabilization function.  When PWM dump load is 100% work, DC voltage is continually 
higher than request voltage, the controller will stop the WTG. After 12-20 min, eliminating brake and wind 
turbine rework. The controller has eliminating brake time delay, hand brake, wind indicate, PWM dump load 
indicate, stop working time delay, short voltage indicate, grid indicate function. After many times tests, it 
shows this system with safety, steady, high efficiency and long work life advantage. 

 

Operation step 

 The controller should operated by the special person and the operation fellow below step: 
1.  Before operation, put all switch into OFF status; 

The fuse in open circuit status; 
The wind turbine in brake status; 
Not connect the grid. 

       And then install it and connect wire. 
2.  Connect unload with PWM dump load.  

And then connect WTG with the A.B.C controller terminal.  
Connect grid connection inverter with controller“+” “-” pole terminals.  
AC230V grid connect with controller Grid AC “L”“N” terminals. 
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3.  Connect earth wire with the controller earthing terminal.  
Connect unload earthing terminal with earth wire.  

Confirm earth wire must be firm. 
4.  After connection, inspect again to insure there is no mistake. And follow below step to start up: 

a) Fuse in closed circuit status and connection well. 
b) Put the grid switch AC into ON position. 
c) Put the WTG brake into ON position. 

 
 

ATTENTION 
1. The controller matches with 230V grid. Once there is no power on the grid, the controller will stop work. 

And the wind turbine is in stop working status. 

2. When the controller is working, output voltage is higher than DC380V, wind turbine will be stopped. 
Pls check what reason to cause over voltage. Before checking, pls make the wind turbine into brake 
status. After eliminating the trouble, release the wind turbine. 

3. When matched unload work, it release high temperature. Pls placed in ventilated environment far 
from working people. And it should not be covered, without flammable, explosive things nearby. 

4.When connect or remove inverter, clear up the branch output wire, must make DC fuse in open circuit 
or take it away. Avoid capacitance discharge and hurt person. 

5. For your security, please do the ground-connect well and reliably. 
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Small WTG grid connection controller tech parameters 
 

Matched generator rated power (W) 2000W 
Working method Continuing 
Function commute、control 
Working environment temperature-10～40℃   humidity≤80% 
Regulated voltage（DCV） >350 

Stop working voltage（DCV） 380±5 

Stop working time delay duration（min） 10-20mins 
Short voltage indication（V） ≤200V 

Safety (A) 25A 
 

 When it is working, Do not dismantle unload. Otherwise the controller will be broken. 


